
are able to record examples of syntactic innovation in Dutch Turkish, which, while
not prohibited in homeland Turkish, remains statistically infrequent. Doğruöz &
Backus hypothesize that such innovations are individual and that it is too early to
speak of systematic or habitualized change across the second-generation sample.

Historical loans into Dutch and Swedish are examined by Charlotte Gooskens,
Renée van Bezooijen, & Sebastian Kürschner, who locate a higher percentage of
low-German origin loans in Swedish, while, for Dutch, loans tend to be of
French origin.

Two papers deal with phonological features. Wilbert Heeringa, John Nerbonne
& Petya Osenova examine proximate Bulgarian dialects from a perspective of areal
typology, while Jason Shaw & Rahul Balusu’s paper records differences in phono-
logical features among two generations of Japanese L1 speakers due to the
influence of English borrowings and transfers, as well as proficiency levels in
English. Finally, Nicola Borrelli examines the discourse of EU documents to see
how national perspectives of Euro-scepticism and Euro-friendliness are represented
in translations from French into English and Italian.
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This volume adds an important discursive perspective to the study of racism in Latin
America that has been absent frommuch social science work on the region. Its recent
English translation (from a 2007 Spanish edition) now makes it accessible to a wider
readership. It is the first book linking race and discourse across Latin American
countries—including chapters addressing Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Gua-
temala, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela—by collaborative groups of locally based
scholars. Editor van Dijk’s introduction emphasizes that while racism is not deter-
mined by exposure to discourse, because prejudices and ideologies are “acquired,
confirmed and exercised through discourse … an analytic, discursive approach to
the study of racism is crucial to understand its reproduction” (viii). Noting that re-
search on indigenous andAfro-descendant peoples has lacked complementary inves-
tigations of whites, he advocates for studying the role of “symbolic elites” (5–6) in the
reproduction of racism through their positions in business, politics, and media.

Each chapter includes a sociohistorical sketch and an analysis of racializing
discourses for each country. All show negative stereotypes discursively
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associated with Afro-descendant and indigenous peoples, and some take the
welcome step of also addressing other racialized peoples (such as Venezuelan
Chinese). Some cases show overt racial language, as when a Peruvian politician
referred to the masses as “llamas,” an Andean animal name used as a slur. Other
cases show covert racism, like the erasure of nonwhites in public discourse in the
Brazilian media or Colombian textbooks. The chapters track circulating jokes,
insults, and songs, and a number also analyze interviews with elites. While expli-
cit racist discourse persists, as in Guatemala where some interviewees advocated
racial violence, the trend is towards more covert racist discourse throughout the
region.

Covering many countries in a single volume provides a useful resource for
anyone interested in race in Latin America, but there are limitations to its Critical
Discourse Analysis approach, which tracks patterns across textual sources, partly
by typologizing strategies of racial discourse into categories like “generalization”
or “evasion.” The properties of these types often go underspecified, so it is
unclear if they hold up as analytical categories or are instead more impressionis-
tic. Only in limited cases do the contributions address issues of linguistic form
like lexical choice, pronouns (us/them), or passivization to conceal agents,
such as when a Chilean newspaper stated that indigenous people were “to be af-
fected” (by land developers). Additionally, a tendency to isolate texts from their
interactive settings means we learn very little about racializing discourse in social
life. Bringing tools of linguistics further into discourse analysis can only strength-
en its analytical foothold, and adding interactive and ethnographic components
would help to fill methodological gaps. Jointly addressing the formal properties
of racializing language, their manifestation in interaction, and their situation in
social life is a promising direction for better understanding how racism is repro-
duced; but this is a formidable interdisciplinary task, so my comments are to en-
courage further work rather than to detract from this volume’s impressive
accomplishment of connecting discourse and racism broadly across Latin
America.
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